with the property that if h is an embedding of S q~ι x [0,1] into M q that is null homotopic, then h(S q~1 x^) bounds a topological g-cell in M q . Note that PC{\) and PC (2) consist of all 1-manifolds and 2-manifolds, respectively. It is well-known that PC(3) consists of all 3-manifolds provided the Poincare conjecture is true in dimension 3. Since the generalized Poincare conjecture holds for dimensions ^ 5, [2] we are led to conjecture that PC(q) consists of all (topological) q-manifolds for q ^ 5, particularly since, from the proposition below, if h:
is indeed a q -cell (q ^5). However, C. McA. Gordon, whom I would like to thank most sincerely for providing the proof of the following proposition, informs me that C. T. C. Wall and John Morgan have counter examples for q > 4.
PROPOSITION.

Let C = S q~ι be a boundary component of a compact
Proof Let q ^ 3. By the Whitehead and Hurewicz Theorems it suffices to show that ττi(M) = 1 and
Also, M is orientable since otherwise for the orientation cover M' of M we have dM' =C'U C" (copies over C) and
There is a map f: (B q (M,dM) , resp., we have f*(z q )= w q and a commutative diagram Proof. By Brown's result we can assume that q i^ 3. Let X be obtained from M by attaching q-balls B, to S, (i = 2, , n) along their boundaries. Then X-UΓ-2 B, = M'-UUB\\U Ur. 2 B'ί, where B',, B',' are the balls used for surgery on S, . Now Si -0 in X. By the lemma, S ι -0 in M'. Since M' £ FC(q), Si bounds a q-ball β* in Λf'. Let E be the component of B#-Ur= 2 (B!UB';) which has Si on its boundary. If for each i = 2, , n only one of dB , dB" C dE, then JE is the desired punctured ball in M bounded by Si and some of the S 's. In fact, this is the only case that can happen. For suppose for some i, dB\ and dB'Ί C dE. Then let k be a simple arc in E from a point of dB to a point on <9fΓ,' such that k misses the other AB/s and such that k corresponds to a simple closed curve in M that intersects S, in one point and misses the other S/s. In M, the intersection numbers #(fc, S/) = ±1, but #(fe,Σ / ,,S / ) = 0, which is impossible since S, -U, Vl S ; .
